[Enhancer activity of DNA fragments from FXYD5-COX7A region of human chromosome 19].
The enhancer activity of four previously identified within the one megabase region of human chromosome 19 DNA fragments was investigated. All four fragments had similar tissue-specific profile--maximum of enhancer activity was observed in HEK293 and minimum in HeLa cells. Enhancers obtained had pronounced specificity toward cytomegalovirus promoter compared with SV40 promoter. Functional dissection of one of the fragments (enhancer 14) demonstrated that only its inner 127 b.p. part possessed enhancer activity. The negative regulators, i.e. silencers or insulators are probably located in flanking regions of enhancer 14 and limit its effect on promoter. At the same time, enhancer activity of enhancer 14 depends on its orientation relative to promoter that isn't typical to majority of enhancer elements. Inner 127 b.p. fragment contains 11 transcription factor binding sites; 8 of them are factors that take part in immune system regulation. Enhancer 14 is located 500 b.p. upstream of transcription start site of TYROBP (DAP12) gene that codes for of T-killer cells activator protein and possibly functions as tissue-specific enhancer for this gene.